
 

An undercover agent is assigned to infiltrate a crime organization from the inside. He will work as a member of the gang, going through rigorous training alongside them until he has earned their trust. He will then take out his fellow gang members, one by one, until he reaches the kingpin and puts an end to organized crime in his city. But there's a problem: our undercover cop has been having second
thoughts about killing those who believe they are working for justice and honor under this new-fangled system of "organized" crime. It seems that after living with these guys for so long, he started to catch himself thinking that maybe – just maybe – this world just isn't so bad after all. He has even grown fond of some of his fellow gang members, who have since turned into close friends. What is he to
do? The undercover agent looks at the leader's face and suddenly realizes that he is looking at himself in the mirror. He is the new leader.

"The New Legend of Shaolin" was released in September 2005 by Universe Films. A sequel entitled "Return of the King" () was announced by Universe Entertainment, but has since been shelved. Both films star Tony Jaa as Kham, an undercover cop similar to Sydney Poitier's supercop Lincoln Hawk from the "Lethal Weapon series". The New Legend of Shaolin was released in the United States on
12 June 2006 by Well Go USA.

"The New Legend of Shaolin" has received generally positive reviews from critics and currently holds a 70% 'Fresh' rating on Rotten Tomatoes based on seven reviews. Dave Kehr of The New York Times wrote that the film is "reminiscent of undercover action pictures from Hong Kong's past", noting that despite some loop holes in its plot, it is ultimately successful as long as the viewer "has seen any
movies at all". Writing for DVD Talk, Justin Felix described it as "a Jackie Chan style Jackie Chan flick", praising it for its fast pacing and action scenes which are "highly kinetic". In a review for the website Film School Rejects, Ellie Harms wrote that although the film may have been overly long, "the action is relentless and there are plenty of laughs to go around. A solid movie with a capable star
and a really fun premise." In a review for "Omaha World-Herald", Kevin Carrizosa called it a "taut martial arts picture", praising its realistic cinematography and Jaa's performance, singling out his ability to perform numerous stunts successfully. In his review for PopMatters, Erik Childress wrote that the film was "...a highly entertaining martial arts spectacle", singling out Jaa's physical presence as
well as his performance as an undercover cop for being enjoyable. Ricky D. Rodriguez of Dread Central rated it 3/5 stars, writing that while the film "is very much a Jackie Chan-type movie, the real gem is Tony Jaa's performance", singling out his ability to perform his various stunts while keeping a "sense of humor about himself" throughout the film. 

The New Legend of Shaolin was released in Region 1 on July 29, 2006 by Well Go Entertainment.

"The Return of the King" was announced in May 2007 by Universe Entertainment. However, this version was never completed because it fell behind schedule and had to be cut short for budgetary reasons.
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